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Date/Time of received complaint:

Date/Time of ruling:

Deadline to appeal ruling:

Name of complainant:

Campaign or candidate alleged to be in breach:

Complaint validly submitted:

Election rules allegedly breached and summary of allegations:

Ruling and penalty assigned:

Appeals to a ruling of the CEC must be submitted on the office UWSA Elections Appeal 
Form and in accordance with UWSA by-laws. Appeal forms can be found at 
theuwsa.ca/elections

Yes No

The UWSA is committed to protecting personal information provided in the course of the services it provides and 
the operation of the organization, including that information submitted in the forms. For more information please 
see the UWSA Privacy Policy, available online at theuwsa.ca, and last revised in 2019.


	DateTime of received complaint: Feb 25, 2020/ 0917H
	DateTime of ruling: Feb 26, 2020/ 0600H
	Deadline to appeal ruling: Mar 03, 2020/ 1800H
	Name of complainant: Melanie William
	Campaign or candidate alleged to be in breach: Members of Devote
	undefined: Yes
	Election rules allegedly breached and summary of allegations 1: 
	Election rules allegedly breached and summary of allegations 2: UWSA by-law 5.25 (ix, a), 5.25 (i), and feedback on law 5.25.x.c
	1: Failure to follow election supplementary rules/guidelines, handing out lollipops prior to seeking 
	2: approval and feedback on handbills handling.
	3: 
	4: 
	5: 
	6: 
	Ruling and penalty assigned 1: 
	Ruling and penalty assigned 2: As per the allegations the CEC will exercise by-law 5.25. viii. CEC instructs all posters to be 
	1_2: removed before 11am 26th Wed and deemed not to post without the UWSA Election’s logo. You 
	2_2: may use the same art work and include the logo. Same goes out to handbills. Followed by a day
	3_2: of suspension of hanging any posters or handing out handbills. You may use this time to discover reprinting.
	4_2: 
	5_2: Using the same law, the CEC will prohibit handing out lollipops.
	6_2: Feedback: Handbills are not meant to be kept on a table, you are required to actively hand them out. Although 
	7: the by-laws say “affixed”, its intention is not to treat them to be kept for pick-up.


